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Abstract:
Digital communication bus Controller Area Network (CAN) that was originally designed for
the automotive industry considering its excellent features has become to apply in the
aerospace industry. In general one of the requested properties of the aerospace products is
high dependability and maintainability. The paper summarizes CAN diagnostic equipment,
which enables to detect, locate and indicate errors and failures and provide characteristics
required for the airborne applications. Further the paper analyses transmission CAN
messages behavior of an aircraft electronic system consisting of several modules based on the
time-triggered communication mode of the CAN with CANaerospace protocol.
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1 Introduction
CAN is a two-wire high-speed network system, that in comparison with conventional
technologies such as serial RS232 has significantly better performance and enables
communication among microcontrollers in real time. Each CAN system component is
equipped with own microcontroller, which creates a communication node of the system and
all nodes are connected to the communication network using twisted pair cable. The CAN
system [1], [8] can be characterized as a “multi-master” bus, meaning that the message, that
wins arbitration, becomes controlling (master) at the certain moment. The system created in
this way is open and the maximum number of nodes (on condition that one node sends one
message) is 211 or 2 29 (defined by either 11 or 29-bit identifier). Otherwise the number of
nodes is specified by protocols which are at higher level of ISO/OSI reference model (e. g.
CANaerospace [2], which has been specified for avionic systems) and number of nodes is up
to 256. Another protocol is CANopen with extendable nodes up to 128.
The CAN system has excellent features including universality, openness, easy
communication, dependability and reasonable price as well. The fact that original automotive
applications [4] have been extended to the airspace, naval, medical area and even applications
in households shows the exceptional performance of the CAN. While at latter mentioned
applications is primarily cost-effectiveness of the system, emphasis is given to the
characteristics associated with dependability for aerospace applications. It is ability of failures
detection and signaling, automatic retransmission of the messages that have lost arbitration or
were damaged, distinction between temporary and permanent failures of nodes and automatic
deactivation of faulty nodes.

2 Failure detection mechanisms and ensuring operability
The CAN system provides following procedures to detect faults during frame transmission
[1], [8]:
• Bit monitoring
• Checksum Check
• Variable bit stuffing with a stuff width of 5
• Frame Check
• Acknowledge Check
Bit monitoring procedure lies in that each node transmits a message on the bus at the same
time, monitors the bus and compares (bit by bit) voltage of broadcasted bits and the bus. If the
bus and bit voltage level are different an error is detected. But there are following exceptions:
• Dominant bit on the bus does not lead to the bit error, when recessive bit is transmitted
during arbitration or during the ACK slot.
• The node sending passive error frame (6 consecutive recessive bits) and detecting
dominant bit will not interpret this situation as the bit error.
This procedure allows not only detection of errors within the network, but also the location of
defective sources. It is important to note, that the bus CAN has the dominant bit analogical to
log 0 and recessive bit analogical to log 1 on the bus using TTL logic levels, however, in case
of the original specification of CAN according to ISO 11898 the difference between the bus
line wires voltage is decisive. The dominant bit represents the voltage difference 2 V, the
recessive bit 0 V.
Checksum check method is applied here as 15 bit CRC, which is contained in each data and
remote frame and includes following areas: SOF bit, Message Identifier, RTR bit, Control
Field and Data Field, see Figure 1.

Figure 1 Range of the check sum and bit stuffing application
The equation for the CRC calculation is specified as a polynomial, whose coefficients are
determined by the flow of the mentioned bits, frames and fields, respectively by values of
individual bits. The polynomial will be divided by the generating polynomial:
X 15 + X 14 + X 10 + X 8 + X 7 + X 4 + X 3 + 1

(1)

The division reminder is then as the CRC sequence connected in behalf of the data field and
transmitted to the bus.

Variable bit stuffing procedure is based on the fact, that the CAN standard allows only five
consecutive bits with the same value (dominant or recessive) and any chain of more than five
bits of equal value is considered as an error. This procedure is performed on the following
areas: SOF bit, the Arbitration Field (Message Identifier + RTR bit), Control Field, Data Field
and the CRC sequence, see Figure 1.
Each node detects deviation from the norm and assumes appropriate arrangement. The
transmitting node inserts complementary bit (Stuff Bit) after five consecutive bits of equal
value, receiving node takes out this inserted bit. The receiving node then operates normally
with such filtered data.
Frame check error procedure consists of the consistency verifying of data or remote frame
through the following components:
• CRC Delimiter,
• ACK Delimiter,
• End Of Frame Field (EOF),
• Intermission Field.
These components are considered as static fields, because in common conditions contain
recessive bits only.
If at least one of these components includes one or more dominant bits, an error is detected.
There are of course exceptions of the dominant bit occurrence again:
• Receiving node monitors the dominant level on the last bit of EOF.
• Whichever node monitors the dominant level on the last bit of Error Delimiter or
Overload Delimiter.
Acknowledge Check lies in the fact that all receiving nodes check the consistency of
received frames and then confirm consistent frames or reject inconsistent ones. The nodes are
responsible for this confirmation and sending an error frame, if these frames are marked as
inconsistent.
The confirmation field (ACK) serves as acknowledgement of the successful CRC check by
receiving nodes. The node transmitting a message monitors the bus and expects dominant
level during the ACK slot. If one of receiving nodes will have dominant level at the output, it
will be confirmation of the successful CRC check. If the sending node does not find out the
dominant level during the ACK slot, the ACK error is detected.

3 Error signaling and system response
In case of error or fault detection system must respond in order to limit the influence of these
errors to the system operation as a whole. For this purpose there is an Error Frame [1], [8]
which is transmitted to the bus by node sending a message according to the fact, that any
receiving network node will have an output level of recessive during the ACK slot instead of
the message confirmation by dominant level.
The transmitting node then by means of the Error Frame gives a message of an error state to
the bus (as the matter of the fact through an intended violation of the CAN standard, when
sending more than five bits of the same polarity in the chain is considered as an error) and at
the same time triggers termination of the data or remote frame.

The error frame consists of six bit error flag and an eight bit delimiter sent to the bus and it is
recognized by all (properly working) nodes and each node responds appropriately - sending
nodes insert (receiving nodes take out) the Stuff Bit of opposite polarity.
The Error Frame transmitting ensures the destruction of erroneous data or remote frames.
Indeed, when any of the nodes detects an error, subsequently sends the Error Frame to the bus
and all nodes then do the same - send the Error Frame to the bus. Since the transmitting
instants of time will probably be different, there will be superposition of number of the Error
Frames on the bus whereas dominant bits will succeed. The error flag may have a length of
between 6 and 12 bits, along with 8 delimiter bits and 3 interframe space bits that make up
total of 23 bits of time for restoration of the CAN bus.
As soon as the bus is free, transmitting node sends out the frame (that has been identified as
incorrect) again. Nevertheless this frame is treated like any other that means that it is restarted the process of arbitration to obtain access to the bus.
De facto, there are two reasons for sending of the Error Frame. Either the incoming data are in
fact wrong or not wrong, but someone of nodes gives incorrect information due to “a local
problem”. For example, if a receiving node is faulty and although it received an error-free
message, it is marked as defective (by recessive output level). However, other nodes evaluate
the message as right (by dominant output level) and the bus will continue to operate.
But the influence of the detected error may be fatal for the system operation. E. g. if a sending
node has a failure and sends a damaged high priority report, all other functioning nodes will
detect a signal failure. According to the CAN standard the faulty node would repeatedly send
the wrong message, another message with lower priority would never get to the bus and the
bus would have blocked by the wrong message. The CAN standard does not presuppose so
called Inhibit Time during which the node would be kept in the waiting mode after
transmitting message and thus would allow the other nodes to access to the bus.
Furthermore it is obvious that in addition to permanent failures, there are transient failures too
and the CAN standard must be able to distinguish between these failures. For this purpose the
CAN chip is equipped with two counters for sent failures and received failures, which are
incremented in the case of failure and decremented in the opposite case. In this case
a microcontroller supports rather conservative behavior, but contributes to the effort of
maximal dependability, because the increment is usually faster than the decrement. In some
events the failure counter value is increased by 8, while the decrement is always by 1.
Due to the requirement of reducing the impact of errors and failures, the behavior of nodes
depending on the value of failure counter is set in various ways (Error Active, Error Passive,
Bus-Off state) [1], [8].
In any case, the node with permanent failure must be detected, located and logically
disconnected from the bus by so-called self-retirement, so it cannot send any message or
accept message. However, the node self-retirement limits the functionality of the CAN
application and must be clearly specified.
The node, which was in Bus-Off state, must pass through the boot routine so that it should be
synchronized with other nodes or waits for the other nodes without the risk of returning to the
Bus-Off state in the event that there is no other node connected to the bus at the moment.
If there will be only one node connected and it sends any frame and does not accept
confirmation ACK during the boot routine, the node will detect error and will repeat frame
transmission. Thus the node can get into the state of error passive, but not into the Bus-Off
state.

The error counter value more than 96 indicates heard damaged network, necessary control and
intervention of the user.

4 Transmission CAN messages behavior analysis
Transmission CAN messages behavior was analyzed at the modular system, which block
scheme is shown in the Figure 2. Individual modules are smart sensors based on the AVR
microcontroller AT90CAN128 from ATMEL Company and were created at the Department
of Airspace Electrical Systems. This microcontroller has CAN driver integrated.
CANaerospace messages were transmitted in the time-triggered mode according to the so
called Cycle matrix [3], [5], [6].

Figure 2 Modular system for transmission CANaerospace messages behavior analysis
Several flight and aircraft parameters corresponding to the individual messages based on the
modules were chosen. These parameters are acceleration in three axes a x , a y , a z , angular
velocity around three axes ω x , ω y , ω z , turn coordination rate ωTCR , static temperature Ts ,
cockpit temperature TC , temperature of the mean air level under the aircraft TMALuA , engine
turbine outlet temperature TETO , current of the DC system I DC and altitude H .
The Cycle matrix consisting of 5 rows and 14 columns was chosen and shown in the Table 1.
The same CANaerospace message is situated in one column. Individual messages (flight and
aircraft parameters) are represented by symbols and CAN IDs in hexadecimal code.
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Table 1 Applied Cycle matrix
The analysis was aimed at finding sequential penetration of messages depending on setting of
comparative value to the counter register of the MASTER block, which should theoretical
match the transmission period of the synchronization message (SM). The testing was
performed at the transmission rate 125 kbit/s, in laboratory conditions at the temperature
25°C. Laptop with NI LabVIEW 2010 from National Instruments Company installed and
interface NI USB-8473 High-Speed CAN was used as a verification tool. The diagnostic
software in LabVIEW 2010 development environment was created at the Department of
Airspace Electrical Systems.
The initial value of 100 was saved in the MASTER block timer comparative register, which
was progressively increased over 50 till all messages (all columns of the Cycle matrix, 14)
have penetrated. Results were successively written to the detail table. The table lists the
messages that gradually penetrated, the values in the comparative timer register, messages
period ( p ), the number of individual messages ( n ) sent during the analysis and the total bus
utilization. The complete analysis, when the significant changes in communication behavior
during setting values in the comparative timer register of the MASTER block occurred, took
very much time (approximately 20 hours) and the table is very extensive (3 pages). The
detailed analysis took very much time because of that at the significant change occurrence the
analysis was stopped after 100 000 CANaerospace messages transmitted to compare
transmission of all corresponding messages. Then the analysis was set off again and setting of
the values into the timer register was carried on. Thus the paper cannot contain the whole
record of the analysis. The Table 2 presents only the final step of the analysis.
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Table 2 Individual message penetrating

Theoretical value 19 400 corresponds to the period of the synchronization message
19.400 ms, but the real value measured by diagnostic tool is 20.421 ms. The period of other
messages is the same and nearly invariable, changing only in thousandth of milliseconds. This
indicated no errors and overruns during the communication. It is trouble-free communication.
Total bus utilization is quite low, but the highest in this arrangement, which means proper
communication too. The number of transmitted messages is slight different. The number of
messages 081 and 3A2 is about 260 higher than other messages. The message 14B penetrated
earlier than 208 in comparison with the applied time schedule in the Table 1. This is due to
the algorithm in the microcontroller not due to the diagnostic equipment of the CAN itself.

5 Conclusion
The bus CAN designed in the eighties of the last century by Bosch Company for use in the
automotive industry has many advantageous features including the ability to diagnosis faults
both permanent and temporary, and ability to recovery of faulty nodes or reconfiguration in
the sense of automatic disconnection of permanently faulty nodes from the network.
Certain (in aviation significant) drawback of the bus CAN is that the system does not
guarantee delivery of certain messages at certain time instants and cannot be used in such
control systems, where this property is required. In this sense there are similar systems that
guarantee the delivery of information and can be a promise for the aerospace applications. For
example time-triggered CAN (TTCAN) is a system, in which the delivery of certain messages
at certain time instants is guaranteed by placement in higher-layer ISO/OSI reference model.
Then there is the FlexRay system, which is based on the bus CAN, but the nodes organization
is provided by another network topology. This system is widely used in automobiles, in the
airborne applications not yet.
There are significant advantages in comparison with current used aircraft data buses (e. g.
ARINC429, MIL-STD-1553B, MIL-STD-1773, AFDX, ARINC 629 and IEEE 1394b)
namely many microcontrollers have CAN driver integrated and the communication principle
is based on the CAN ID not on the node address.
The analysis of messages penetrating to the system is very important to discover that data are
provided in required certain time instants. If messages are not transmitted according to the
required schedule the algorithm in the microcontroller should be updated. The communication
behavior of the tested system was failure-free in the viewpoint of the CAN diagnostic
equipment.
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